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Abstract 
A Hankel transform integral of a product of a power, an exponential function and two Laguerre polynomials i discussed. 
Formulae for this integral are given in several tables, but most of them contain the same error, i.e. a pair of subscripts 
has been interchanged. We derive here the correct expression. 
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1. Introduction 
The 1980 edition of the table of Gradshteyn-Ryzhik contains the Hankel (or Bessel) transform 
integral [6, No. 7.422 2] 
f0  °° v+l --atx 2 v- -a  2 tr 2 x e L m (o~x)Ln(~x ) J~(xy)dx 
(--1)'n+n (~) '  (Y2) I : - 'n+n(y2)LV-~+' -~(Y2)  
-- 2~ exp - -~  _ .  ~ --m 
[y > 0, Re~t > 0, Rev  > - 1], (1) 
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where [7, No. 8.970 1] 
n (n~)  xm 
L~(x) = E( -  1 ),n m--[ 
m=O 
(2) 
are the Laguerre polynomials and J~(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind. 
In the tables of Erdrlyi et al. [5, No. 8.9(8)] and Oberhettinger [8, No. 1.7.12], one finds the 
integral (1) in a similar form. 
Prudnikov et al. [9, No. 2.19.12.14] give this integral in the form 
f0 °~ x (~+~)/2 e -cx L~( cx ) L~( cx ) Jr+z( bx/-x ) dx 
-- ( -1  )"+"c (b )  ~+~ exp (q:~ccb2) L~-"+"-" \(4-b2)lT+'n-"4c,] --m \ (+b2~4c] 
[Rec > 0, Re@ + 2) > - 1, [argb[ < n], (3) 
where Jr+~(bv'rx) should be replaced by 
{ J,+,~(bx/x) 
Ir+~(bx/x) }
in order to give a meaning to the upper and lower signs in the arguments on the right-hand side. 
I~+~(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
Apelblat [1, No. 12.11.72] in turn gives 
fo °~ x (~+#)n e -x L~(x)L~n(x)J,+# (2v/-~ dx ) 
= ( -  1)m+n a(~+#)/2 -a I~-,n+n ~z+m-n e Z m (a)Z n (a) [Re((x -~- r )  > - 1]. (4) 
On comparing the subcripts and superscripts of the Laguerre polynomials occurring on both sides 
of formulae (1), (3) and (4), one finds inconsistencies which indicate that not all of these formulae 
can be correct. Indeed, van Haeringen and Kok [11] state that formula (1) "is incorrect, in particular 
for n -- 0, a = 0, a = 1". However, the insertion of n ¢ 0, a ¢ 0, 0~ # 1 as additional restrictions on 
formula (1), as has been done in the new edition of Gradshteyn-Ryzhik [7, No. 7.4222], is hardly 
sufficient o remove the discrepancies. (This edition also contains misprints in the superscript of the 
first L on the right-hand side: a + m - n should be replaced by a - m + n.) 
This confusion is increased by the fact that, before finding its way into the table [5] and presumably 
from there into the tables [6-9], this integral occurred in the form (4) in a paper by Erdrlyi [3], the 
editor of the table [5]. It is thus not a priori clear whether the formula given in [5] is a result of a 
copying mistake or of a deliberate, but erroneous, change. Further, Erdrlyi [3] gives a proof for the 
special case m = n only, based on a pair of integral representations of L~(x) and remarks that the 
case m # n can be shown in the same way. 
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Numerical tests show that (1) and (3) are incorrect for m 7 ~ n, but that they become numerically 
consistent if the subscripts n and m of the two Laguerre polynomials on the right-hand side are 
interchanged, which suggests that it is the expression (4) for this integral as given originally by 
Erd61yi [3] which is correct. Since this apparently has never been shown we now supply a proof. In 
contrast to the proof for the case m = n given in [3], the derivation presented here is to some extent 
elementary. 
2. The evaluation of the integral in (1) 
We assert hat 
fo ~ -v-~. 2)L~(czx2)J~(xy)d x I = x v+l  e -~2 L m to~x 
[y>0,  Rea>0,  Rev>- l ] .  (5) 
Proof. From (2), 
+ ) ( ) )  v--a 2 a 2 h C¢ m v - a n -q.- o x2  h L m (¢zx)Ln(~Zx)=Z ( -  -k  n -h+k " 
h=0 " = 
Using (6) and formula [7, No. 6.631 10] 
xZh+V+le- ,L(xy)dx--(2e)v+ 1 exp -~-~ L~ 
[y>0,  hENo,  h+Rev>- l ,  Ree>0] ,  
the integral in (5) can be written as 
yV ( yZ)m+n~ (-l)hL~h (y2)~( : ) ( rn2v_~7)  ( n--[-¢7 ) 
I - -  (20¢) v+~ exp --4-'~ ~ - k n - h + k " 
h=0 k=0 
By comparing with (5), we see that what has to be shown is that 
__ m+n a- -m+n v -a+m--n  1) L m (x)L, (x) 
= m 
h=0 k=0 -k  n -h+k ' 
(6) 
(7) 
a formula which is of interest in itself. 
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We may interject here that Bailey [2] expresses the product L~,(x)L~,(x) of two Laguerre poly- 
nomials for m = n, ~ ¢/~,  or m ¢ n, ~ =/~, or m = n, ~ =/~ as a finite sum in terms of Laguerre 
polynomials, and Erd61yi [4] shows that in general 
L~,' (k lx ) . . .  L~o(k,x) = 
ral +.. "+ran 
chL~(x), 
h=0 
where the coefficients ch can be expressed by an n-fold sum in terms of gamma functions and powers 
of  kj, or by a terminating Lauricella hypergeometric function FA of n + 1 variables [7, No. 9.19]. 
Bailey [2], however, indicates that it is not at all easy to express the double sum for ch in the case 
n = 2 as a simple sum, i.e. in the form (7). 
Formula (7), by using (2), leads to 
=~--~(--1)h~--~ m v- -a  n+a + x J 
n=0 k=0 -- k n - h + k ( -  1 )J - -  h-  j~" 
By interchanging the summation over k and j in the second line and comparing coefficients of  x h, 
we see that this equation is equivalent to 
Sh= Zi=o k, m- i ]  - h + i 
(I +m v )( ) = y~( -  1 )t+m+. + m - a n + a = Th, 
t=h - k=0 k n - l + k 
(h=O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,m+n) .  (8) 
We now prove relation (8) by induction on h. To do this we make use of  some relations [10, Ch. 
18], in particular the Vandermonde convolution theorem, for the Poehhammer symbol (x). = F(x + 
n)/r(x): 
- ~ (-x)~, ( -x ) .=( -1 )~(x -n+ 1)., (9) 
(x + y), = (x)j (Y)n-j, (X),+m = (X), (X + n)m. (10) 
j=0 J 
TO start the induction with h = 0, we show that 
n 
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= ZZ(_ I ) ,  l+v  
l=0 k=o l \ m - k n - l + k 
+,+v) (:+ - 
1 )k+l 
-- re!n! y~(--1 (v+l )k+t (k+v- -a+l )m_k( l+a+l ) , _ l  
k=0 1=0 
m (:) 
_ 1 y~( -  1)k (v + 1)k (k + v - a + 1 )m-k X 
m! n! k=o 
× y~( -1)  t (v+l+k) t ( l+a+l ) , _ t ,  
l=0 
where we have used (9), (10) and an elementary property of the binomial coefficient. By using (9) 
and (10) again, the sum over 1 can be evaluated and yields (a - v - k),, so that 
m (:) 
m!nlTo=~-~( -1)  k (v+l )k (k+v-~+l )m_k(a -v -k ) .  
k=O 
m(:) 
--- ( -  1)m }--~ (v+l)k(~--v--m)m_k(~--V--k). 
k=O 
m(:) 
=(--1)m y'~ (v+l)k(~--v--m)~_k+. 
k=O 
=(- -1 )m(~- -v - -m)~-"~(7)  
-----(--1)m(o " -- V -- rn)n(tr -- m + n + 1)m 
= (a -- v -- m) ,  ( - -a  -- n)m = m! n! So 
and hence (8) is verified for h=0.  We now assume that (8) is true for some h >/1, i.e. that Sh=Th,  
and show that Sh+l = Th+l follows from this assumption. By using elementary properties of the 
binomial coefficient, we obtain 
Sh+l=~-~ h+l  n+a m+v-~ 
~=o i \m- i /  n - (h+ l )+ i  
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h (h ) (  n+o"  ) ( (m- l ,+(v+l ) - t r )  
=Z (m-1) - i  n-h+i  
i=0 
+}2 (n- 1) 
i=0 m-- i  (n - -  1) 'h+i  " 
Because of the fact that (8) is valid in the case h = 0 for arbitrary values m,n C No and v,a  E C, 
we can use (8) twice with the parameters m- 1,n,v + 1,a and m,n-  1,v + 1,tr + 1, respectively. 
Thus, the right-hand side becomes 
.+n ( )( )( ) ( -  1 )l+,,+n l + v l - 1 m + v - tr n + tr 
l=h+l l - l -h  k=0 k m- (k+ 1) n- ( l -1 )+k  
m+n ( )~(  ) (  ; i  ) (  ) + ~ ( -1  )l+m+n I + v l - 1 m - tr n + tr 
t=h+l l - l -h  k=0 k k n - l - ( l -1 )+k  
m+n ( ) ~-~ [(~-- ) ( - ) ]  ( ) (n+t7  
= Z(__ l ) l+m+n l+v  1 l 1 m+v- -a  
l=h+l l -- (h + 1) k=0 1 + k m - k n - l + kJ 
m+n ( ) 
= Z (--1)l+m+n l + V 
l=h+l l -- (h + 1) 
) k=o m-k n -  l+k  = Th+ 1
and hence Sh+ 1= Th+ 1. This completes the proof. Consequently, the formulae given in [5-9] are 
incorrect. 
By substituting 0co 2 =x',  replacing y2/(4~) by a, v by ~+f l  and tr by fl in (5), we obtain formula 
(4) as given by Apelblat [1] and, originally, by Erdrlyi [3]. 
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